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What is the role of a research institution?
The generation and dissemination of knowledge
Knowledge
generation

Non-academic
or societal
impact

Knowledge
dissemination

External:
Knowledge
transfer
Outside
academic
community

Internal:
Teaching
Within
academic
community

NCUB report: UK
Academic Interactions
with External
Organisations 2005 2015

Traditional approaches to impact

Dissemination

Communication of
academic knowledge
outside the academic
community

Technology
Transfer

Creation of economic value
from scientific knowledge
through Intellectual
Property management and
business development

Traditional approaches to impact

Dissemination

Limitations:
• Takes no
responsibility
for
Communication
of
academic knowledge
the innovation
process
outside the academic
• Presents
knowledge
community
mostly in academic
terminology and in terms
of research questions

Technology
Transfer
Limitations:
Creationto
of one
economic
value
• Limited
form
of
from scientific knowledge
innovation
throughprocess
Intellectualcommercialisation
Property management and
business
development
• Limited
to viewing
knowledge as Intellectual
Property

A new paradigm

Technology
transfer
paradigm

Impact paradigm

Technology transfer and
dissemination in separate
processes
• Search for the Golden Egg
• IP is the main asset, revenue
is a target

A broader responsibility for
societal impact integrated in
research and education
• Knowledge is the main asset
• Putting knowledge into
practice makes the impact

A new paradigm

Technology
transfer
paradigm

Impact paradigm

Technology transfer and
dissemination in separate
processes
• Search for the Golden Egg
• IP is the main asset, revenue
is a target

A broader responsibility for
societal impact integrated in
research and education
• Knowledge is the main asset
• Putting knowledge into
practice makes the impact

Fundamental societal challenge:
Economic growth

Fundamental societal challenge:
A sustainable society (economic, environmental, social)

Example

http://www.bristol.ac.uk/news/2017/february/cot-death-report.html

So we need to talk about impact
a) More and more questions are raised concerning the impact of
”investments” of public funding in scientific research but…
b) We lack systematic methods to manage and plan for impact, and…
c) As a consequence of (b), we are not good at demonstrating impact,
and…
d) We could probably achieve even more impact if we solve (b) and
(c)!

We need the
Ability to manage and plan for impact from research
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The key problem

Contributions from
many different actors
Innovation process

OUTPUTS
Scientific
knowledge

We operate here.

5 to 15 years

IMPACT

Change that brings
value and benefit in
society

In order to plan for impact we need…

…A framework and tool for
planning and managing
impact of research and
education activities

…To manage our knowledge
more systematically and in
ways that facilitate interaction
with society

…Methods and frameworks for
facilitating collaborative
innovation processes leading to
impact
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In order to plan for impact we need…

…A framework and tool for
planning and managing
impact of research and
education activities

…To manage our knowledge
more systematically and in
ways that facilitate interaction
with society

…Methods and frameworks for
facilitating collaborative
innovation processes leading to
impact
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Impact process and impact circle
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Academic process vs. impact process
The impact process
Inputs

Activities

Outputs

Outcomes

Impacts

• Previous
scientific
knowledge
• Societal
needs

• Formulate
research
question
• Conduct
research
• Report

• Scientific
publications
• Degrees
• Science
Comms
• Patents?

•?

•?

The academic / scientific process

The impact process
Activities
(What we do)
Actions taken that produce
specific outputs, and achieve
specific outcomes

Outputs
(What we produce or deliver)

The knowledge assets
developed through our
activities

Outcomes
(What we wish to
achieve)

Impacts
(What we aim to
change)

The short and
medium-term effects
on those we interact
with, which are direct
results of our
activities and
outputs

Actual changes in
society with respect
to economic, social
and environmental
aspects

The impact process
Activities
(What we do)

Outcomes
(What we wish to
achieve)

Impacts
(What we aim to
change)

The short and
medium-term effects
on those we interact
with, which are direct
results of our
activities and
outputs

Actual changes in
society with respect
to economic, social
and environmental
aspects

Activities produce Outputs

Actions taken that produce
specific outputs, and achieve
specific outcomes

Outputs and Activities
generate Outcomes.

Outputs
(What we produce or deliver)

The knowledge assets
developed through our
activities

Outcomes contribute to Impact.

The impact process
Activities
(What we do)
Actions taken that produce
specific outputs, and achieve
specific outcomes

We can plan
for this…

Outputs
(What we produce or deliver)

The knowledge assets
developed through our
activities

Outcomes
(What we wish to
achieve)

Impacts
(What we aim to
change)

The short and
medium-term effects
on those we interact
with, which are direct
results of our
activities and
outputs
…but

Actual changes in
society with respect
to economic, social
and environmental
aspects

we can
only facilitate
this!

Tool 1: The impact circle
PRACTICES

How we control
things
• Policies
• Regulations
• Laws
• …
RULES
&
GOVERNANCE

How we do things
• Methods used
• Processes used
• …

LOGICS
&
BELIEFS

How we understand
and describe the
world
• Perceptions
• Beliefs
• Theories
• …

New policy regarding
waste water
management is
drafted by relevant
public authority

PRACTICES

New method is
implemented in one
organisation

New laws for waste
water management
adopted

The need for new
regulation of waste
RULES
water management is
&
given media coverage

GOVERNANCE

New methods for resource efficient
waste water management widely
implemented in relevant industries

Intellectual Asset:
New method for waste
water cleaning

Intellectual Asset:
Data from comparative
study of resource
requirements for
different waste water
management schemes

Research new
resource
efficient
LOGICS
methods for waste
&
water cleaning in
BELIEFS
collaboration with
public authorities and
industry

Example

Evidence-based interventions
Previously delivered by charities – wasn’t sustainable, service delivery not optimal, no formal rights to use IP
Company created in 2017
Impact:
- 7,000 survivors referred in 7 years pre-company → 8,400 referred in 2 years after incorporation
- 371 GPs trained in 7 years → 545 in 2 years
- Employs 10 staff
- Received £1M to roll out intervention in London in 2020
https://irisi.org/

In order to plan for impact we need…

…A framework and tool for
planning and managing
impact of research and
education activities

…To manage our knowledge
more systematically and in
ways that facilitate interaction
with society

…Methods and frameworks for
facilitating collaborative
innovation processes leading to
impact
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Intellectual assets process and inventory
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Knowledge assets vs. Intellectual assets
Knowledge
assets

Human
resources
Who and what
we are. Our
competencies.

Relational
assets

Intellectual
assets

Who we
know and
how we are
known.

Things we
know and can
transfer.

These cannot be transferred

These can be
transfered.
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Any ideas or patents around?
Sorry, no ideas or inventions at
the moment, too busy
interpreting the data I got from
the computer algorithm I wrote
that runs the measuring
equipment I designed during
lunch break
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Lots of intellectual assets
Designs

Methods
Models
Inventions
Software
Data
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Intellectual assets framework
KNOWLEDGE

INTELLECTUAL ASSETS
DATA
MODEL

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
Manual
(copyright)

INVENTION

PATENT

METHOD

SOFTWARE

Software
license

DESIGN

Ideas, solutions, etc.
codified as manuscripts,
documentation, data, ...

Knowledge that we can
package (define,
document) and transfer

Traditional IP as well as
Open IP

Types of Intellectual Assets
Type

Description

Example

Model

A systemisation or taxonomy that can be
used for description or analysis

Statistical model, model organism, taxonomy for learning styles,
conceptual model, theory and limitations or boundary conditions,
computer architecture…

Method

A structured, well-defined way of working
that creates a relationship between a set
of inputs and a well-defined result, and
that can be described in one or more
deterministic steps

A way of working to gather data, a method for extracting
substances, a production method, and algorithm, a method for
cooperation, a process for managing materials or equipment, a
teaching method, an advisory method, a way of setting up a test…

Dataset

A set of related data points

Survey results, measurements from sensors, interview answers,
results from different experiments, simulation data, patient data,
literature compilation…

Invention

Device or method to solve a given
problem

Material, algorithm, tool, instrument, cell-line, animal strain…

Software

Software

Program made for analysis of data, simulation, control systems,
benchmarking systems…

Design

A construction that can be represented
or described by, for example, a drawing
or other visualisation

Shaping of a keel for a boat, pattern for a fabric, artwork, music,
sheet profile, user interface, programming language…

Types of Intellectual Assets
Type

Description

Example

Model

A systemisation or taxonomy
that can be used for description
or analysis

Statistical model, model organism, taxonomy for learning
styles, conceptual model, theory and limitations or
boundary conditions, computer architecture…

Method

A structured, well-defined way of
working that creates a
relationship between a set of
inputs and a well-defined result,
and that can be described in one
or more deterministic steps

A way of working to gather data, a method for extracting
substances, a production method, and algorithm, a
method for cooperation, a process for managing materials
or equipment, a teaching method, an advisory method, a
way of setting up a test…

Dataset

A set of related data points

Survey results, measurements from sensors, interview
answers, results from different experiments, simulation
data, patient data, literature compilation…

Very rare!

Invention

Device or method to solve a
given problem

Material, algorithm, tool, instrument, cell-line, animal
strain…

Often combined
with model/ method

Software

Software

Program made for analysis of data, simulation, control
systems, benchmarking systems…

Design

A construction that can be
represented or described by, for
example, a drawing or other
visualisation

Shaping of a keel for a boat, pattern for a fabric, artwork,
music, sheet profile, user interface, programming
language…

Most
common
and often
go together

More common
than you think

Tool 2: Intellectual Assets Inventory (IAI)
Unique name
for asset so
know what it
is
Name of asset

Detailed description
so all understand
what it is
Type of asset

Type:
Method,
model, etc.

Description of
asset

Potential
utilisation of
asset

Useful to see the
dependencies of the
assets on each other
Relation to
other assets

What are the (potential) routes
to utilisation – could be internal
only, could be publication,
could be commercialisation

Asset creator /
owner

Who created the
asset / who owns the
asset (may be
different)

Tool 2: Intellectual Assets Inventory (IAI)
Name of
asset

Type of
asset

Description of the asset

Potential utilisation of
asset

Relation to other
assets

Will be published

Asset creator /
owner

Method for
experiments

Method

Method for doing experiments
within this field, which has not
been done before

J and team

Data
collection
method

Method

A data collection method from
Used for PI own research
drivers, when looking at transport
efficiency

An Android App has
been developed as a
tool for using this
method

Observations Data

Data of driver’s activities, related
to transport efficiency

Used for PI own research

Used as support when J and D
developing the Android
App

Interviews

Data

Interviews with a lot of different
people within the transportation
industry about transportation
efficiency

Used for PI own research

Android App

Software

Android App which is an advanced J would like to gain some kind Built on data and
stopwatch that enables drivers to benefit by selling the app or knowledge gained in
measure transport times
by someone else developing the research
it further

50% J, 50% D

Pilot model

Model

Model for efficient transport
Utilisation will be through
where they linked several existing Logistics company
technologies, which had never
been done before

Developed by D but
reliant on partners
e.g. Volvo

J and team

Mainly D but with
masters students

Using the IAI
• Should create an inventory that can be continuously updated and assessed in a
research group
• Should create immediate value for the individual researcher
• Should give traceability in the intellectual assets

• Should require a small work effort and a small support effort
• Should allow large-scale deployment in a research organisation
• The goal is not to identify all intellectual assets but to capture the main ones
• Would normally do per project – so may be more than one for a research group
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The IAI in context
“Disclosure” / IP
Identification

Research

Output:
• Research
outputs /
knowledge
(manuscripts,
applications,
reports…)

IAI process

Output:

• Intellectual
Asset
Inventory

Intellectual
Asset
Assessment
Output:
• Verified
Intellectual Asset

IP Protection

Intellectual
Property
development
Output:
• Intellectual
Property

• List of assets to
assess
• Actions
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Use of IAI over a project / programme
Manuscript
Application
report

IAI

IP development and
verification
Publication

IAI

IAA

(Intellectual
Asset
Assessment)

Inventory

IAI

IAA

Example

https://www.ndm.ox.ac.uk/podcast-meet-our-researchers/translationalclinical/trudie-lang-the-global-health-network

The Global Health Network:
- Mechanism for providing equity to access
research
- Helps people find each other to work in
collaborations
- Share knowledge, methods and tools –
researchers already share data but need to
share methods by which we collect data
- Speeds up research and prevents duplication
- Provide skills and training in how to do
research and understanding barriers to
undertaking health research

The Global Health Research Accelerator CIC:
- Monetisation of Global Health Network –
undertaking contracts with commercial
companies
- Provides sustainable income for Global Health
Network
- Reduces reliance on charitable foundations

In order to plan for impact we need…

…A framework and tool for
planning and managing
impact of research and
education activities

…To manage our knowledge
more systematically and in
ways that facilitate interaction
with society

…Methods and frameworks for
facilitating collaborative
innovation processes leading to
impact
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Facilitating collaborative innovation
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Remember the key problem?

Contributions from
many different actors
Innovation process

OUTPUTS
Scientific
knowledge

We operate here.

5 to 15 years

IMPACT

Change that brings
value and benefit in
society

Remember the key problem?
The innovation process implements
the connection between our outputs
and the intended impact via
outcomes

Innovation process

OUTPUTS
Scientific
knowledge

We need to develop collaborative
innovation processes: we cannot
work alone to make an impact

IMPACT

Change that brings
value and benefit in
society

Intellectual assets to impact

Intellectual
Asset

Innovation
Process

Utility

Target
Group

Need

Problem

Model
Method
Dataset
Invention
Software
Design

Packaging
Partners
Intermediaries
Funding
Resources

Advantage
Improvement

Individuals
Organisations

IMPACT

Tool 3: Utilisation canvas
What we
produce or
deliver

Intellectual
assets

Utility

Need

Target group(s)

Packaging

What we
need in the
innovation
process

Partners

Intermediaries

Funding

Resources

How we
make an
impact

Tool 3: Utilisation canvas
Intellectual
assets

Utility

• What assets
• What utility
are included?
can be
• Who owns
created?
them?
• What
• Do others
improvements
have claims on
can be
them?
offered?
• How unique
• What
are these
advantages
assets?
does it have?
• In what ways
are these
better than
existing ones?
• What becomes
better and
how?

Need
• What problem
for the target
• group can we
solve?
• What
opportunities
can it give the
target group?
• Do other
solutions exist
that are
simpler?

Target group(s)
• Who has a
need?
• Whom will it
benefit?

Tool 3: Utilisation canvas
Packaging
• How do we package our assets in order to deliver/transfer utility?
• Service? Goods?
• How is it distributed?
Partners

• Which stakeholders need to be
involved in the innovation
process?
Funding

Intermediaries

• Which stakeholders are needed in
order to reach the target groups?
Resources

• How will the innovation process be • What key resources are needed in
funded?
the innovation process?

Collaborative innovation
We want to
be here!

Interaction strength
Dissemination

• Onedirectional
communication of
results,
during and
after

Participation

• Consultation
before,
during, and
after

Collaboration

• Division of
labour based
on agreed
outputs

Co-creation

• Coproduction
of outputs
and agreed
outcomes

Tool 4: Understanding your stakeholders
• Who are your stakeholders?
• What is the role of each
stakeholder?
• What are the expectations
of each stakeholder?
• What are the incentives of
each stakeholder?
• What outputs will each
stakeholder contribute to?
• What are the outcomes for
each stakeholder?

Are the outputs
related to the
outcomes?

Outcomes

Outputs

Are the
incentives
enough to give
the outputs?

Do the
outcomes
match the
expectations?

Expectations

Incentives

Do the
expectations
match
incentives?

Three frameworks

Four tools

Thank you!
Any questions? Contact
jaci.Barnett@innnovation.ox.ac.uk
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